
A Sampling Hyperbelief OptimizationTehnique for Stohasti SystemsJames C. Davidson1 and Seth A. Huthinson1Bekman Institute, University of Illinois, {jdavdsn, seth}�illinois.eduAbstrat: In this paper we propose an anytime algorithm for determining nearlyoptimal poliies for total ost and �nite time horizon partially observed Markov de-ision proesses (POMDPs) using a sampling-based approah. The proposed teh-nique, sampling hyperbelief optimization tehnique (SHOT), attempts to exploitthe notion that small hanges in a poliy have little impat on the quality of thesolution exept at a small set of ritial points. The result is a tehnique to representPOMDPs independent of the initial onditions and the partiular ost funtion, sothe initial onditions and the ost funtion may vary without having to reperformthe majority of the omputational analysis.POMDPs, optimal ontrol, hierarhial, belief roadmap planner (BRP), stohas-ti motion roadmaps (SMR), sampling methods, hyper-partile �ltering1 IntrodutionUnertainty plays a dramati role not only on the quality of the optimal solu-tion of POMDP system, but also on the omputational omplexity of �ndingthe optimal solution, with a worst ase running time that is exponential inthe length of the time horizon for the exat solution. However, given the im-portane of �nding optimal or nearly optimal solutions for systems subjet tounertainty, numerous researhers have developed approahes to approximatePOMDP systems to overome this limitation (refer to [1, Ch. 15 & 16℄ for asurvey of suh approahes). The majority of these methods are for disounted,in�nite-horizon problems. Moreover, many of these tehniques must reperformall the omputational e�ort when the objetive funtion hanges.A entral theme of almost all approximation tehniques is to redue theset of possibilities to be evaluated, whether simplifying the representation ofthe belief or by the simplifying the ost funtion. Drawing on insights o�eredin [2℄ about why belief sampling tehniques (suh as [3�8℄) are so e�etive, wedevelop an alternative method that is inspired by sampling-based methods



2 James C. Davidson and Seth A. Huthinson(e.g., [9℄). In [10℄, we introdue the notion of hyper�ltering, whih evolvesforward into future stages the probability funtion over the belief, or thehyperbelief. We refer to the spae of probability funtions over the belief as thehyperbelief spae. Interestingly, the evolution of a system over the hyperbeliefspae is deterministi. Thus, we an �nd the optimal plan in the hyperbeliefspae using an approah derived from standard searh tehniques.To do so, we abstrat the problem into a two-level planner. At the highlevel, a set of points in the hyperbelief spae is randomly generated. Edgeweights between eah ordered pair of samples are then generated using thelower level planner. The lower level planner ommissions loal, greedy feedbakontrollers to predit the evolution of the robot from one sampled hyperbe-lief point to another. Beause of the stohasti, partially observed nature ofthe problem, hyper�ltering is used to estimate the future hyperbelief, under agiven poliy, from one stage to the next. Instead of requiring that eah hyper-belief sample reah the target hyperbelief sample, the distane between thehyperbelief sample and the target sample is inluded with the edge informa-tion between eah pair of samples.At the ost of ompleteness, this graph representation redues the set ofpossibilities to be explored from a ontinuum in an in�nite number of di-mensions to a �nite set. Moreover, beause the evolution is deterministi inthe hyperbelief spae, optimizing over the graph an be performed in worstase quadrati time omplexity in the number of verties in a omplete graphusing standard graph optimization algorithms�without the exponential explo-sion when planning in the belief spae. Beause the loal poliy may not attainthe exat position of the target hyperbelief sample, a re�nement algorithm isused to inrementally identify a possibly better poliy and then simulate thispoliy to determine the atual ost and, thus, if the newly proposed poliyis better. One the initial graph is generated, a re�nement algorithm is used,whereby the bound on the optimal value dereases with every iteration andwill �nd the best solution for a given graph in a �nite amount of time.The presented method is motivated by the problem of minimizing theunertainty of a robot at a goal position, wherein the robot is subjet to state-and-ontrol dependent unertainty in the proess and observation models.This implies not only minimizing the expeted distane to the goal, but alsothe unertainty in the representation of the probability funtion. Suh anoptimization funtion is often the impliit, if not expliit, goal of many robotiproblems. SHOT, however, is muh more general and is appliable to anyhyperbelief dependent objetive funtion.The proposed method will be developed in Setion 4. However, �rst re-lated researh (Setion 2) is explored and bakground onepts (Setion 3) areintrodued. Examples are provided in Setion 5, and we onlude with some�nal remarks and omments in Setion 6.



A Sampling Hyperbelief Optimization Tehnique for Stohasti Systems 32 Related researhFinding optimal poliies for partially observable systems is intratable, witha best known omputational time omplexity that is exponential in both thetime horizon and the number of observations [11℄. Thus, many researhershave foused on �nding e�ient approximation methods (suh as [3�8℄). Eahof these approximation tehniques approximates the POMDP by reduingthe the set possibilities that are evaluated to a subset of the omplete setof possibilities required to �nd an exat solution�whether a limited subset ofsample beliefs are evaluated or a limited subset of poliies are searhed.Many approximation approahes are sampling-based. Sampling-based meth-ods have beome one of the dominant methods for planning in the robotisommunity (refer to [12, Ch. 7℄ for an overview and survey of sampling-basedtehniques). As desribed in [9℄, probabilisti sampling-based methods gener-ate a series of samples in the on�guration spae and simple planners are usedto link the samples (or verties) together. In this way a roadmap (or graph)of the samples is reated. The majority of sampling-based methods fous on�nding feasible, but not neessarily optimal solutions. However, in [13℄, Kimet al. develop a tehnique to determine the optimal solution over the roadmap.The onept of stohasti unertainty in the proess model was �rst intro-dued into sampling-methods in [14℄. This method reated a disrete approx-imation of a ontinuous spae by reating a roadmap. Then, probabilities oftransitions from one node to another are assigned. By abstrating the prob-lem this way, Apaydin et al. are able to redue a ontinuous Markov deisionproess system to a �nite Markov deision proess. This method fouses ondetermining feasible solutions, while reently in [15℄ the onept of optimizingover the roadmap was introdued via the stohasti motion roadmap, wherebyAlterovitz et al. sample a set of points in the on�guration spae to generatethe roadmap. Next, for eah node in the roadmap they generate a randomset of resulting states for a given ation. They then assoiate an edge weightbetween the node and any other node aording to the number of times, out ofthe total, that the given ation resulted in reahing the other node. Expandingto POMDP's, Prentie and Roy in [16℄ generate a sampling based approahfor linear Gaussian systems. In their approah, a set of mean samples are gen-erated orresponding to points in the on�guration spae. Next, a traditionalprobabilisti roadmap is used to generate a roadmap of the system (withoutonsideration of the unertainty). They generate the transfer funtion to thebelief samples and generate their respetive ovarianes. Next they use a stan-dard graph searh (e.g., A∗) to searh the graph in a forward manner, whilegenerating the best estimate of the atual ovariane as the searh progresses.



4 James C. Davidson and Seth A. Huthinson3 Bakground3.1 POMDP formulationAs the most general model of stohasti systems, POMDPs inorporate thepossibility of inomplete and unertain knowledge when mapping states to ob-servations. Suh a representation enables the modeling and analysis of systemswhere sensing is limited and imperfet.POMDPs inlude at least the following omponents: the state spae
X representing the �nite set of states of the world; the �nite set of on-trol ations U that an be exeuted; the transition probability funtion
pxk|xk−1,uk−1

representing the likelihood of the system being in one state xk−1and transferring into another state xk at stage k given the applied ation uk−1at stage k − 1; the set of all possible observations Y; the observation proba-bility funtion: pyk|xk
desribing the likelihood of a partiular observation ykourring given the system is in a spei�ed state xk; and the ost funtion

c(·), whih de�nes the objetive to be optimized for the POMDP.3.2 Hyper�lteringHyper�ltering is a method for systems modeled by POMDPs to propagate theestimate of the belief and its unertainty forward into future stages for unseenobservations and unatualized ontrol inputs. By hoosing the probabilityfuntion over the beliefs, hyper�ltering is able to sequentially evaluate theestimate of the system and its unertainty forward from one stage to the next.Moreover, by adopting the omplete representation of the unertainty, insteadof a limited number of statistis of the belief, a more aurate representationof the evolution of the system is obtained.The evolution of the probability funtion p(xk|Ik) at stage k, also known asthe belief bk, an be determined given the previous belief bk−1 and an appliedontrol ation uk ∈ U via the belief transition funtion:
bk = B(bk−1, uk−1, yk),where the belief transition funtion desribes the Bayesian �ltering over allstates x ∈ X , or

B(bk, uk, yk+1)(xk+1)

=
p(yk+1|xk+1)

∑
xk∈X

p(xk+1|xk, uk)bk(xk)∑
xk+1∈X

p(yk+1|xk+1)
∑

xk∈X
p(xk+1|xk, uk)bk(xk)

. (1)The notation B(·)(xk+1) is adopted to represent the resulting funtional eval-uated at a spei� state xk+1. The belief at eah stage k resides in the beliefspae Pb, whih is the spae of all possible beliefs. For disrete state POMDPs,the belief spae is represented as an |X |−1 dimensional simplex ∆|X |−1, where
|X | is the number of states in the state spae.



A Sampling Hyperbelief Optimization Tehnique for Stohasti Systems 5When prediting future behavior, the observations are unknown andstohasti in nature. The future belief therefore beomes a random variablede�ned by the stohasti proess:
bk+1 = B(bk, uk,yk+1). (2)The evolution from one stage to the next via the stohasti proess (2) gen-erates a random variable; thus, a representation of the probability funtionover the belief is needed to proeed.The hyperbelief is a probability funtion over the belief spae at eah stage.The initial hyperbelief β1 at stage k = 1 is given; for k > 1, the hyperbelief isde�ned as

βk , pbk|β1,π.Eah βk is ontained in the hyperbelief spae Pβ.The belief transition probability funtion p(bk+1|bk, uk), represents theprobability of the outome bk+1 of the stohasti proess B(bk, uk,yk+1) given
bk and the applied ontrol input uk. Sine both π and bk are known, theprobability funtion over the observations an be inferred. The funtion thattransfers a hyperbelief βk ∈ Pβ into the hyperbelief βk+1 ∈ Pβ given a poliy
π ∈ Π is denoted as the hyperbelief transition funtion Υ , suh that Υ :
Pβ × Π → Pβ, where Π is the set of all information feedbak poliies. Thehyperbelief transition funtion is represented as

βk+1 = Υ (βk, π)where, for eah bk+1 ∈ Pb,
Υ (βk, π)(bk+1) ,

∫
bk∈Pb

p (bk+1|bk, π (bk))βk(bk)dbk.The notation Υ (·)(bk+1) is adopted to represent the resulting funtion evalu-ated at a spei� belief bk+1 ∈ Pb.Due to the high nonlinearity of the hyperbelief transition funtion, we willapproximate the hyperbelief transition funtion using the hyper-partile �lter.When the belief transition probability funtion is hosen as the importanesampling funtion, the omputational omplexity of hyper-partile �lteringis O(Knq), where K is the desired time-horizon, n is the number samplesrepresenting the probability funtion over the belief spae, and q is the numberof samples representing a belief. Refer to [10℄ for a more thorough explanationof both hyper�ltering and the hyper-partile �ltering approximation method.4 MethodologyOur proposed method determines a nearly optimal poliy for POMDP systemsby approahing the problem from a two-tier, hierarhial approah, whereby



6 James C. Davidson and Seth A. Huthinsona graph is where the verties represent sampled hyperbeliefs and the edgesrepresent paths, whih are generated by using loal (losed-loop) poliies, be-tween ordered pairs of the hyperbelief samples. Before we outline this proessin more detail, we will introdue the lass of ost funtions and poliies thatwe onsider in this approah.4.1 Cost Funtion and Poliy representationAs previously desribed, on of the bene�ial aspets of hyper�ltering is thatthe evolution of the hyper-partile from one future stage to the next is deter-ministi, similar to how the evolution of the belief from one previous stage tothe next is deterministi. Beause the evolution of the system in the hyper-belief spae is deterministi, the method we present performs a deterministievaluation of the performane of the system. Thus, unlike typial approaheswhere the value funtion is the expeted ost over the set of beliefs, we de�nethe value funtion as a total sum of osts relative to the hyperbelief. We there-fore an optimize the hyperbelief ost funtions of the form c : Pβ ×Π → R,(where Π is the set of all feedbak poliies) and terminal ost cK : Pβ → R.The value for a given initial hyperbelief β0 is de�ned as
V (β0) = min

π∈Π

K−1∑
k=0

c(βk, π) + cK(βK).The formulation of this ost funtion is more general than state and ation ostfuntion (i.e., c(xk, xk−1, uk), whih may depend on the states xk and xk−1and ontrol ation uk) that is used in most POMDP optimization approahes.The generality of this ost funtion enables a muh riher lass of probabilityfuntions to be represented. For instane, a ost funtion that depends onthe hyperbelief itself may penalize the possibility of ertain beliefs being indistant from one another. Suh a ost funtion ould be used to minimize theamount of unertainty present in the system as it evolves.In this hierarhial approah, we restrit the lower level to be a loal,greedy poliy within some lass of loal feedbak poliies Πl. A digraph
G =< N, E > is onstruted, where eah vertex is assoiated with hyper-belief sample that is both the soure and target for a set of greedy poliies.The upper level poliy γ(·) selets the loal poliy based whih edge in Gis being traversed and on the urrent stage to produe a losed-loop poliy,suh that γ : Pβ → E. The omplete poliy is a swithing-based ontroller(see [17℄ for an overview of hybrid/swithing-based methods), whereby theloal poliy being exeuted is determined based on some swithing surfae. Inour formulation the swithing surfae is de�ned as the in�etion point of thederivative of the distane measurement from the urrent hyperbelief to thetarget hyperbelief as spei�ed by the sink of the urrent edge. At the pointthat the derivative beomes positive, the ontroller swithes to the next edgespei�ed, whereby the sink in the previous edge is the soure in the new edge.



A Sampling Hyperbelief Optimization Tehnique for Stohasti Systems 7The set of all possible swithing poliies is denoted as Γ . We therefore anrepresent the value funtion for a given system as
V (β0) ≈ min

γ∈Γ

K−1∑
k=0

c(βk, πγ(βk)) + cK(βk).When we derive the optimal solution over the graph, we will have to take intoonsideration the fat that eah initial hyperbelief sample may not be able toreah eah target hyperbelief sample. To address this issue we will bound, fromabove and below, the ost based in the distane from terminal hyperbelief tothe target hyperbelief sample. Thus, we assume that in addition to the ostfuntion c(·), both a funtion giving an upper-bound c̄(·), and a lower-boundfuntion (·) are provided so that (β, π) ≤ c(β, π) ≤ c̄(β, π), ∀β ∈ Pβ, π ∈ Π .One possibility is to selet Liptshitz ontinuous ost funtions, whereby thereexists a linear bounds between any two points, suh that an upper and lowerlinear bound an be established for the ost based on the distane.Algorithmially, SHOT proeeds in two steps: 1) generating the digraph
G and 2) optimizing over the digraph G (or hyperbelief spae roadmap) andthen re�ning the results. Both of these steps will be desribed in more detailin the following setions.4.2 Generating the digraphThe �rst step begins by generating the verties for the digraph G =< N, E >(or roadmap), whereby eah vertex i orresponds to a randomly sampledhyperbelief βi. Next a omplete graph is instantiated by generating all theedge information between eah ordered vertex pair, whih orresponds to astarting sample hyperbelief and a target sample hyperbelief. Planning betweeneah starting and target hyperbelief sample is then performed to generatebounds on the ost and distane from initial hyperbelief sample and terminalhyperbelief sample.Generating the verties: sampling a random hyperbelief setOne of the stated attributes of the proposed method is the apability to gen-erate an abstrated representation of the struture of the hyperbelief spaethat is independent of the ost funtion. This way, as with sampling-basedmethods in general, the majority of work an be performed o�ine. With rel-atively little omputation expense, the nearly optimal poliy for a variety ofobjetives an be determined based on the urrent status of the robot as wellas hanging the initial onditions suh as the starting hyperbelief.To ahieve this, we generate a set verties N , whereby eah vertex in thevertex set is assoiated with a randomly sampled hyperbelief. For notationalonveniene we will label the verties with the same label as the hyperbeliefsamples to minimize onfusion.



8 James C. Davidson and Seth A. HuthinsonSampling is a di�ult problem and an enormous amount of researh hasgone into sampling for PRM methods [12, Ch. 7℄. The di�ulties of e�etivelysampling the hyperbelief spae ould be exaerbated by sampling in the hy-perbelief spae beause the hyperbelief spae is in�nite dimensional. However,if it is possible to de�ne a metri on the belief spae, we an impose a metrion the hyperbelief spae so that no two hyperbeliefs are in�nitely far apart,whih enables a gradient found to perform the loal searh.For example, if various measures of the unertainty between beliefs suhas the Jensen-Shannon divergene [18℄, earth mover's distane [19℄, or the like(see [18℄ for a atalog of probability distane funtions) are de�ned over thebelief spae, then we an impose the probability metri over the hyperbeliefspae. The probability metri PM(·) between two hyperbeliefs is de�ned asthe expeted distane between the two hyperbeliefs, or
PM(βi‖βj) =

∫
bi,bj∈Pb

d(bi, bj)pβi,βj (bi, bj)dbidbj .The distane between any two hyperbeliefs, using the probability metri, isbounded by the maximum distane between any two beliefs in the belief spae.Thus, any two hyperbeliefs are only a �nite distane apart. Alternatively, ifthe on�guration spae has a de�ned metri, suh as the Eulidean distane,then we an use this metri to impose a metri in the belief spae and thuson the hyperbelief spae.An illustration of the proess of generating belief samples to reate a hy-perbelief sample, whih represents a vertex in the graph G, is illustrated byFigure 1, where a total of 9 hyperbeliefs are sampled. As is the ase with most
NFig. 1. Random set, N ,of hyperbelief samples in the hyperbelief spae Pβ andorresponding vertiessampling-based methods, we antiipate that the sampling funtion will play aruial role in the onvergene properties of our method. One reason the hoieof random sampling funtions is ruial relates to the fat that a hyperbeliefsample may not be reahable and so the distane attained by the loal plannermay be too great to be of use (i.e. the bounding funtion provides an exes-sively large ost). However, we will demonstrate later in Setion 5 that evena naive sampling method performs well for the examples provided. Regard-less, any number of alternative sampling tehniques may be appliable fromsampling-based researh, suh as the tehniques desribed in [20,21℄. Choosingmore e�etive sampling funtions is a future diretion of this researh.



A Sampling Hyperbelief Optimization Tehnique for Stohasti Systems 9Generating the edge information: planning between hyperbeliefsamplesAfter generating the sample hyperbelief set, whih orresponds to the vertiesin the graph G, the edge information is then generated. In our approah G isa omplete digraph with an edge for every ordered pair of verties. Eah edgefrom the verties represented by βi to βj is denoted as i→ j.The edge information omprises the set of intermediary hyperbeliefs fromthe starting hyperbelief (orresponding to the soure vertex) and the �naldistane from the target hyperbelief (orresponding to the sink vertex). In-termediate hyperbeliefs omprise the set of hyperbeliefs that represent thesystem as it evolves from the starting hyperbelief sample until the target hy-perbelief sample is reahed or the greedy planner an no longer make progress.These greedy poliies, whih are used to plan between hyperbelief samples, aremeant to be guided by simple funtions that only apture the value landsapeloally. To determine the poliy for an intermediate hyperbelief, we employ apoliy that minimizes the ost of some value funtion vl : Pβ ×K → R.One the loal poliy is seleted, the next set of intermediate hyperbe-liefs is generated. Starting for some initial hyperbelief sample βi and sometarget hyperbelief sample βj , orresponding to some vertex in G, the poliyfor the initial hyperbelief sample is determined and hyper-partile �lteringperformed to evolve the system forward one stage into the future to generatethe following:
β

i→j
k = Υ (βi

k−1, πi→j
),where we denote β

i→j
0 = βi→j . This proess repeats, generating a set ofintermediate hyperbeliefs until a maximum number of iterations is exeededor until the greedy poliy an no longer make any progress towards the targethyperbelief sample.This method is then performed for a spei�ed number of neighbors foreah vertex in the graph. The result is a digraph with intermediate hyperbe-liefs. The distane from the terminal and losest hyperbelief from the targethyperbelief is illustrated in Figure 2. As an be seen in Figure 2, eah ver-tex attempts to reah β2 and one the greedy poliy terminates, eah edgehas assoiated with it the distane from the �nal intermediate hyperbeliefto hyperbelief β2 as well as eah of the intermediate hyperbeliefs (whih isillustrated for β4). The algorithm desribing the omplete graph generation(inluding both the hyperbelief sampling and the planning) is desribed inAlgorithm 1.4.3 Optimizing over the GraphWith the verties and the edge information for the graph G determined, we anperform graph optimization on the direted graph to determine the optimal



10 James C. Davidson and Seth A. Huthinson
Fig. 2. Graph G and assoiated edge information direted to vertex β2Algorithm 1 Generate hyperbelief sample graphInput Pβ : hyperbelief spae, n: number of verties, K: maximum number ofiterations, π: greedy poliyOutput G: digraph with verties N , and edges E (inludes edge information(e.g. weights) )1: N = {βi}ni=1 ← randomly generate n samples from Pβ2: for all i ∈ N do3: for all j ∈ N do4: β

i←j
0 ← βi5: min_dist ← distane between β

i←j
0 and βj6: dist ← -∞7: k ← 18: while k ≤ K and dist ≤ min_dist do9: β

i→j
k ← Υ (βi→j

k−1 , π)10: dist ← distane between β
i←j
k and βj11: if dist ≤ min_dist then12: add β

i←j
k to Ei←j edge information13: end if14: k ← k + 115: end while16: end for17: end for18: G ← N, Ehoie of edges to traverse. This set of ordered edges de�nes the higher levelpoliy.To begin, the weight for eah edge is generated based on the intermediatehyperbeliefs. The total weight for a given edge is then omputed as
vi→j =

Ki→j∑
k=0

c(βi→j
k , πi→j) + cK(βj),



A Sampling Hyperbelief Optimization Tehnique for Stohasti Systems 11where Ki→j is the number of intermediate hyperbeliefs and where β
i→j
0 is thestarting hyperbelief sample. The terminal ost cK(βj) is determined by per-forming simulations of eah vertex in the graph to minimize the the terminalost assoiated with eah vertex. In this way, eah vertex also has a termi-nating ost of cK(βj). To use disounted ost funtions, all that need our isthat the disount be applied to the value funtion for eah edge and then asthe evaluation of the total value proeeds, the value of eah edge is multipliedby the disount fator raised to the total number of stages performed beforereahing the said edge.The value of eah edge an be determined on-line for various ost funtionswithout having to re-exeute the graph edge algorithm. With the edge weightsof the graph determined, we an now perform graph optimization to determinethe nearly optimal poliy.Standard graph optimizationLoal poliies are used to plan between hyperbelief samples, so all that remainsis to establish what is the optimal hoie of hyperbelief samples to visit. To dothis, we optimize the ost over the graph. However, as disussed in Setion 4.2,eah starting hyperbelief sample may not be able to attain a target hyperbeliefsample using the applied greedy poliy. To aount for the error introduedin the edge weights on the graph, we utilize c̄(·) to generate an upper-boundon the value funtion. Beause, for some i and j in N , vi→j is a linear sumof the ost of eah hyperbelief, and we an derive bounds for eah i, j ∈ Non v̄i→j(·), whih represents the upper-bound and vi→j(·) as the lower boundon the value funtion of eah node, respetively. Both bounds are a funtionof the distane between any hyperbelief and the soure vertex of the edge.Thus, where dj→l = d(βi→j

Ki→j , β
j→l
0 ), the bounds on the value between path

i→ j → l, are given as
vi→j + vj→l(dj→l) ≤ vi→j→l ≤ vi→j + v̄j→l(dj→l).We derive the graph optimization method based on Dijkstra's algorithm(refer to [22, Ch. 24℄). The basi idea is to start with eah vertex i ∈ N .Update the minimal value for that vertex as the ost cK(βi). Then for eahedge i→ j ∈ E, evaluate the minimum of upper and bound and the minimumon the lower-bound on the ost from vertex i to adjaent vertex j and updatethe ost of the edge. We then repeat this step again for the number of verties.This method takes O(|N |2 + |E|).This proess is performed to determine both the least upper-bound ostand path, as well as the greatest lower-bound ost and path. We simulate thesystem using the least upper-bounded path on the graph beause the resultingvalues are just a bound on the atual ost. The result is the atual ost of thespei�ed poliy, not a least upper-bound. With the atual result and a boundon the lowest ost for the system, we an provide a possible range that the



12 James C. Davidson and Seth A. Huthinsonoptimal solution may reside, whih is the di�erene between the simulatedost and the greatest lower-bound ost.One of the de�ienies of this approah is that the resulting poliy andtotal ost are not neessarily optimal for the spei�ed hyperbelief set. Whatis ahieved is a bound on the optimal poliy and ost. To overome this short-oming we present a re�nement algorithm that will �nd the optimal solutionfor a given graph in a �nite amount of time for the given hyperbelief samples.Re�nementThe quality of the bounding funtions potentially play a ritial role in pro-duing a suitable solution in the previously outlined optimization tehnique.We present a re�nement algorithm to mitigate the e�ets of the boundingfuntion and also to guarantee the optimal solution will be found if enoughtime is given.The proess initiates just as the method without re�nement. Then theoptimization tehnique desribed above is performed to obtain both the leastupper-bounded poliy and the greatest lower-bounded paths. The �rst upperbounded path is depited in Figure 3 as γi. Then the least upper-bounded
(a) Example least lower-bound and leastupper-bound optimal swithing poliy (b) Possible on�guration of the ost forevery possible poliyFig. 3. Example least lower-bound and least upper-bound optimal swithing poliyoptimal path is simulated to ahieve the atual value for the spei�ed poliy. InFigure 3a, poliy γj is the seond least upper-bounded path. After simulationthe atual ost of γi is ahieved. Then the re�nement begins. The resultingost is ompared to the seond to least upper-bounded ost. If the lower boundof seond to lowest ost is above the atual ost of the already simulated ost,then the simulated ost is optimal and the method terminates. However, ifthe atual ost resides within the bound of this seond to least upper-boundpath, then the seond to least upper-bounded path is simulated. The valueof the resulting simulation is then ompared to the previous lowest ost. Ifthe newly simulated ost is the lowest then it is seleted as the minimum.



A Sampling Hyperbelief Optimization Tehnique for Stohasti Systems 13This is in ase in Figure 3b, where after simulation of γi, it is determinedthat the resulting ost is between the bounds of γj . Thus γj is simulatedand it is disovered that γj ahieves a lower ost than γi. The proess thenrepeats with the third least upper-bounded path being heked. This proessontinues until a maximum number of iterations (less than or equal to thenumber of possible paths in the graph) or minimum threshold on the boundsof the ost is met. At any stage of this proess, the bounds on the ost areevaluated as the minimum atual simulated ost to the least lower-boundedost of the remaining (non-simulated) paths. The resulting minimum path isthen the swithing order for the swithing poliy. This method is desribed inmore detail in Algorithm 2.5 ResultsTo verify the SHOT tehnique, we applied it to several of the benhmarkproblems found in the literature: namely, 4x4 and hallway2. Both of thesemethods are disounted in�nite horizon problems. To simulate the system weadapted k to represent eah stage of exeution. Just as with generating abound for the ost, we generate a bound on the number of iterations thatelapse while traversing aross edges of the graph. This way we an propagatethe disount from one event to the next via the number of iterations thatelapse between events.For the presented examples, we generate upper bounds experimentally bymeasuring the sensitivity of the ost assoiated with the starting distaneof eah neighboring edge. For example, given edge i → j, we determine therelationship of the ost for vl→i relative to the distane of edge l to i for eah
l suh that edge l → i exists. We then generate a pieewise linear, Lipshitzupper and lower bound for the ost. In a similar manner, bounds for thedistane from one edge to the next were determined as well as the bounds onthe number of elapsed iterations.To generate the verties of the graph we sample points in the on�gurationspae and then push them through the transition and observation probabil-ity funtions to generate hyperbelief samples. Undoubtedly this method ofsampling is not ideal. In the future, we wish to implement a more intelligentsampling shemes.The limited results produed so far seem to verify that that this method isomparable to other POMDP approximation methods. For the 4x4 examplewith average of 18 hyperbeliefs, SHOT ahieved an average ost of 3.703 withno variane in the 10 iterations run. The method HSVI2 presented in [6℄ahieved a reward of 3.75 for this example. With the he hallway2 examplesimilar relative performane was ahieved: 0.416, whih is on par with thethe expeted reward 0.48 ahieved by SARSOP [23℄. The hallway2 exampleaveraged 127.6 hyperbelief samples.



14 James C. Davidson and Seth A. HuthinsonAlgorithm 2 Re�nement method1: optimal_ost: the optimal ost found so far, optimal_poliy: the urrentbest poliy, veri�ed_poliies: the list of polies evaluated so far, G: thehyperbelief event graph, initial_event: the initial hyperbelief, k: re�neiteration2: optimal_ost, optimal_poliy,G, veri�ed_poliies3: //Initial values generated optimal_poliy←veri�ed_poliies ←Dijkstra(G, initial_event)4: hek_path ← veri�ed_poliies.end5: while hek_path is not empty do6: i ← Remove and return lowest ost vertex from hek path7: for all neighbors j of i do8: value_list(j) ← vi.end + v̄(i,j)9: end for10: {value, index} ← �nd k'th lowest value in value_list11: append vi ← value12: append E ← i← j13: end while14: append veri�ed_poliies ← poliy generated from initial_event startingwith the the k'th lowest value15: new_ost ← simulate system with new_poliy16: if new_ost < veri�ed_ost then17: optimal_ost ← new_ost18: optimal_poliy ← new_poliy19: end if20: least_bound←optimal_ost - least lower bound ost //whih is generatedby searhing the graph and determining v and omparing against theveri�ed_poliies21: if k < maximum re�ne iterations and least_bound ≥ threshold then22: k ← k + 123: {optimal_ost, optimal_poliy, G, veri�ed_poliies} ← re-�ne(optimal_ost, optimal_poliy, ost_graph, veri�ed_poliies, G,initial_event, k)24: end if25: optimal_ost, optimal_poliy, G , veri�ed_poliiesOne point to note is that eah of these problems omprise a set of statesthe one entered results in the system being uniformly distributed over thestate spae at the next iteration. This reset mehanism is pivotal in �ndingthe optimal solution and if none of the hyperbelief sample are able to plaesome probability over this state, then the resulting poliy fails to ahieve thetarget and reeives an inferior reward. This sensitivity is one of the motivatingfators of behind the SHOT approah.



A Sampling Hyperbelief Optimization Tehnique for Stohasti Systems 15The examples presented were hosen to demonstrate the validity of theSHOT method. However, the presented method was developed with large ob-servation spaes and planning for systems where the number of stages requiredto ahieve a satisfatory result is prohibitive for most urrent POMDP ap-proximation methods. To more fully address this lass of problems and theperformane of presented method, a more exhaustive set of experimental re-sults for the SHOT method an be found at [24℄.6 ConlusionA method for �nding nearly optimal poliies for POMDPs with total ostor �nite time horizons was presented. The proposed method (SHOT) was asampling-based tehnique using a two-level hierarhial planner, whereby thelower level planner exeutes loal, greedy feedbak poliies and the higherlevel planner oordinates the order of hyperbelief samples that are visited.This method attempts to apture the onnetivity of the POMDP system,whih is independent of the starting hyperbelief (or belief) and the objetivefuntion, so that an e�ient multi-query tehnique an be utilized for anyinitial hyperbelief or objetive funtion for a given POMDP system.Future researh inludes evaluating alternate sampling shemes, suh asgenerating event samples from the observation spae. Sampling from the ob-servation spae has the potential to alleviate some of the issues that arise fromattempting to sample from the hyperbelief spae diretly.Referenes1. S. Thrun, W. Burgard, and D. Fox, Probabilisti Robotis. Cambridge, MA: TheMIT Press, 2005.2. D. Hsu, W. S. Lee, and N. Rong, �What makes some pomdp problems easy toapproximate?,� in Advanes in Neural Information Proessing Systems (J. Platt,D. Koller, Y. Singer, and S. Roweis, eds.), Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2008.3. S. Thrun, �Monte Carlo POMDPs,� in Advanes in Neural Information Pro-essing Systems, pp. 1064�1070, 2000.4. J. Pineau, G. Gordon, and S. Thrun, �Point-based value iteration: An anytimealgorithm for pomdps,� in In the International Joint Conferene on Arti�ialIntelligene (IJCAI)., 2003.5. T. Smith and R. Simmons, �Heuristi searh value iteration for pomdps,� inAUAI '04: Proeedings of the 20th onferene on Unertainty in arti�ial intel-ligene, (Arlington, Virginia, United States), pp. 520�527, AUAI Press, 2004.6. T. Smith and R. Simmons, �Point-based pomdp algorithms: Improved analysisand implementation,� in Pro. of the Conferene on Unertainty in Arti�ialIntelligene, July 2005.7. M. T. Spaan and N. Vlassis, �A point-based POMDP algorithm for robot plan-ning,� in Proeedings of the IEEE International Conferene on Robotis andAutomation, (New Orleans, Louisiana), pp. 2399�2404, Apr. 2004.
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